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Taks1: Scientific Publication in SE course 
 
 
PQ1: What is science? 
Science is a process or method of discovering, verifying and validating unknown (new knowledge) reliably.  
 
PQ2: How is science different from engineering? 
Science deals with and tries to discover new fundamental knowledge about how universe works. Engineering 
on the other had uses existing scientific knowledge to solve intrinsically solvable problems in an optimal 
fashion. [1]  
 
PQ3: How is science different from a process improvement project in a company? 
While the process and methodologies used in science and a company project may be very similar, the aims 
are completely different. The focus of a company project is to resolve the given problem and as long as a 
solution works in a given set of conditions/environment it’s good enough, while in a scientific study the focus 
is also to validate the results, understand and communicate the applicability and generality of results. 
 
PQ4. What kind of science is Software Engineering? 
Software engineering is more of a applied science revolving around the end product (software) the software 
engineering deals largely with the design of software products, process and organisational aspects in 
software industry. Though in [2], it is claimed that its long way for software engineering to be a professional 
engineering domain.  
 
PQ5. Why is publication important in science? 
Publication in science firstly presents the opportunity for assessment of correction and quality through peer 
review and then as the main source of spreading or sharing the gained knowledge, although the effect of 
pressure to have more publication can lead to negative consequences as well. [3]  
 
Q6. Why is a scientific/research community central for scientific processes? 
Scientific/research work aims at advancing knowledge; mostly this is done by working on/ researching in 
much specialised areas with few people having expertise on who are distributed around the world. Thus the 
work could only be verified and help advancing knowledge when reviewed and shared within this 
community as a standard practice. 
 
PQ7. What are the two most common bibliometric measures out there and how are they calculated? 
No of publications and Citations are the two most common bibliometric measures which counts the number 
of other peer reviewed journal/conference articles citing a given area/piece of research in a specific period 
of time. Sometimes a index instead of number of citations is calculated and used giving weights in 
proportion to the reputation/quality of publication source.  
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